Woodlands Primary Academy
Consultation on changes to Admissions
Policy for 2018/19
Held between Monday 31st October 2016 and Friday 9th December 2016

Consultation Approach
Proposed changes:
• To move ‘out-of-catchment siblings’ above ‘in-catchment others’ in the over subscription criteria priorities
The statutory consultation process took place between 31st October 2016 and 9th December 2016 with the following
stakeholders:
• Staff and parents of Woodlands Primary Academy;
• parents of children between the ages of two and eighteen;
• other persons in the relevant area who in the opinion of the admission authority have an interest in the proposed
admissions;
• all other admission authorities within the relevant area (except that primary schools need not consult secondary schools);
• whichever of the governing body and the local authority who are not the admission authority;
• any adjoining neighbouring local authorities where the admission authority is the local authority; and
• in the case of faith schools, the body or person representing the religion or religious denomination.
Opportunities to respond to the consultation were offered :
• Via an online response form, from the Academy’s website at: www.woodlands.norfolk.sch.uk
• In writing to: Woodlands Primary Academy, Church Walk, Bradwell, NR31 8QQ
• Via email to: consultation@creativeeducationtrust.org.uk
• The proposed amended Admissions Policy was made available direct from the Academy or via the Academy’s website

Q1: Are you:
Answered: 17

Skipped: 0

Q2: Do you agree with the proposed amended admissions policy for
effect in 2018?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 0

Comments from respondents who agreed with the proposed amended
admissions policy
• This is a great idea as siblings need to be at the same school.
• This policy should be changed.
• I think that it is the perfect scenario for the siblings and other children if woodlands do change their policy. It is fantastic to
see a school putting their children first and empowering their community.
• I believe it would be an excellent idea if the policy were to be changed.
• This is a fantastic idea to make sure that siblings attend the same school.
• It will be fantastic if you change this policy.
• Good idea.
• Wonderful idea to be able to prioritise siblings out of catchment to join their brother or sister at the same school. good idea
from us (grandparents).
• Truly fantastic idea, the best I have heard in a while. Siblings should be kept together where possible. Great idea.
• I think this is a fantastic idea for the admissions policy. Keeping siblings together is priority for their own confidence and the
way they are brought up, you really can't have siblings at different schools when they are so used to being together. It's
great to see some common sense being used and it's a breath of fresh air. Admissions time is a very stressful time for every
parent who is concerned about the school that they believe is right for their child. Woodlands Academy should be very
proud to make this change and really understand that this will make a lot of parents happy.

Comments from respondents who disagreed with the proposed amended
admissions policy
• I live within the catchment are for Woodlands and have paid a premium for my property because of the catchment area it
falls in. Therefore, I strongly feel that in-catchment children should always take priority over out-of-catchment children.
Also, the school is already snarled up with cars in the morning. More out-of-catchment children would mean more cars and
the school simply cannot cope with this extra traffic.
• Shouldn't a better position be that out of catchment with sibling and in catchment other should have an equal weighting
rather than one having a priority over the other.

